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How adding time delays to donation 
pledges increases charitable giving 

Introduction
•Giving makes people feel happy1, but it also comes at a cost

•Donations provide utility, known as “warm glow,” that creates feelings of joy2

and enhances one’s self-image3

•Giving also comes with a “pain” analogous to pain of paying for goods4

Introducing a time delay between the decision to donate and the 
payment of the donation can increase donation amounts, 
potentially because it allows people to experience warm glow 
without incurring the full extent of the pain of paying when deciding 
to donate. 

Studies 1A – 1B: Hypothetical
Study 1A
N = 504
Design: 3 cell between subjects 

Study 2: Incentive Compatible 
N = 601 
Pre-registered on aspredicted.com 
Design: 2(time of donation: today, 3 weeks) x 2(question format: donation only, 
allocate between self and charity) 
Real donation decision with donation deducted from 45 cent bonus paid to 
participants either today or in 3 weeks
Asked either only to indicate the donation amount (Donation only) or to 
indicate how much they wanted to keep versus donate (Allocation)

Ftiming (1, 596) = 5.38, p = 0.021 
No other effects were significant ( p’s > 0.91)

Conclusions
Concluding, across five studies with over 2500 participants, we show that: 
•Time delays between commitment and payment of a donation can 
substantially increase the amount donated, even up to a 287% increase 
(Studies 1A-1B, Study 2)

•The effect holds for time, as well as monetary, donations (Study 3) and is 
robust to within subjects (Study 4)

These results suggest that a simple change to payment schemes can have 
substantial impact on charitable donations. Apart from increasing donations, 
delayed payments may make it easier for charities to engage in long-term 
planning and financing of projects.

Future studies will investigate the specific mechanism underlying the effect of 
time delay on donation amounts. 

Additional Results
Study 3: 
•Compares donations of time and money made today or in 6 months
•Replicate Study 1A-1B for money, people donate more in 6 months 
•People are also willing to donate more time in 6 months compared to 
today

Study 4: 
•Within-subjects, indicate donation amount at each time period in 
increments of 2 months beginning either today or in 12 months
•People are still willing to donate more in the future compared to today 
when asked about both time periods 
•This effect is stronger if they are first asked about the future

Further Information
This research is supported by the NYU Center for Global Economy and Business PhD 
Research Grant. 
Questions or comments? Please email Emily Powell epowell@stern.nyu.edu
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Study 1B
N = 601
Pre-registered on aspredicted.com
Design: 4 cell between-subjects
Choice to Donate: 63% today, 70% 3 months, 61% 6 months, 62% one year 
(c2(3, N = 601)= 3.102, p= 0.376)

F(2, 501)=10.91, p<0.001

F(3, 379)=16.99, p<0.001 

Methodology 
Study 1A-1B and 3-4: Solicit choice (except 1A) and amount to donate in a 
hypothetical donation to favorite charity

Study 2: Participants commit to donate to Save the Children with payment 
deducted from a bonus received today or in 3 weeks  

All mturk studies, donation amounts winsorized (except Study 2) with income 
as covariate

Figure 1. Donation request Study 1A-1B. 
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Figure 2. Donation request Study 2. 


